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Abstract
The continuous rapidly growth of tourism sector with the tight competition in the field of tourism makes not all tourist destinations in the world always experience an increase in the number of tourist visits each year. Banjarmasin City, dubbed the “Kota Seribu Sungai” or "City of Thousand Rivers" and is known as the Thousand Rivers tourist destination has experienced fluctuate number of tourist arrivals and tend to decline. The fluctuate number of tourist arrivals sourced from tourist visiting decisions can be influenced by various factors, including tourism destination products and image. This study aims to see the effects of tourism destination products consisting of physical products, people, packages, and programs also the image of tourism destination consisting of cognitive image and affective image on tourists visiting decision to the city of Thousand River Banjarmasin. The data obtained were taken by questionnaire to 123 tourists by accidental sampling. The results of the research were analyzed using multiple linear regression with two equations, namely (I) The influence of tourism destination products on tourist visiting decision and (II) The impact of tourism destination image on tourist visiting decision. The results found the positive influence of tourism destination products on the tourist visiting decision of 54.5% and the image of tourism destination on the tourist visiting decision of 53.4% and the rest of 45.5% and 46.6% influenced by other factors not examined. The results of the analysis also showed the effect of tourism destination products variable partially consisting of physical products, packages, and programs have an effect on the decision of tourists while people have no influence. As for the variable image of tourism destinations in partial consisting of cognitive image and affective image affect the decision of tourists visiting to Kota Seribu Sungai Banjarmasin.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Tourism is a sector that continues to grow rapidly around the world. Goffi (2013: 122) said the development of international tourism has the competitiveness of intensive tourism destinations. The tight competition in the field of tourism makes not all tourist destinations in the world always experience an increase in the number of tourist visits each year. One of them is Banjarmasin City. The Capital City of South Kalimantan Province, dubbed “Kota Seribu Sungai” or "Thousand Rivers City" has a number of tourist visits that fluctuate even tended to decline, especially for foreign tourists visiting that counted from the number of their staying in the City of Banjarmasin star hotels. The decline or increase in the number of tourist visits can be influenced by various factors, including the product and the image of tourism destinations.

According to Morrison (2013), destination products are an interdependent mix of tangible and intangible components which consist of as follows:

1. Physical Product, consists of attractions, facilities (hotels, restaurants, etc.), transportation, and infrastructure.
2. People, the human resources component of the destination product consisting the personalized service provided and the simultaneously feeling of hospitality and welcome”.
3. Packages, they considered travel or tourist packages provided by the tour operators, travel agencies, hotels, resorts, and Destination Management Organization (DMO) involvement.
4. Programs. Programming includes events, festivals, and individualized arranged activities for tourists that enhance the tourist experience in destinations. The tour program includes events, festivals, and individually arranged activities for tourists.

Morrison (2013: 94) also mentions, "The attraction and event play a key role in the destination mix, representing a unique asset of interest people to the tourist destination, and the interaction of people and visitors in the destination is an important dimension of tourism destination products.

Prideaux and Malcolm (2009:14) describe rivers are a major tourism resource providing spectacular settings, recreational opportunities, waterfront landscapes in many center of tourism interest, a means of transport and an essential source of water for human consumption. The world’s great rivers have long intrigued travelers and even in ancient times provided the backdrop for travel. Based on the exposure, The City of Banjarmasin with its river tourism resources characteristic has the product and the image as a river tourism destination. Product components and image of tourism destinations are related to factors influencing travel decisions for tourists.

In addition to tourism destination products, the image of tourism destinations also plays a role in influencing the decision of visiting tourists. Morrison (2013: 409) states that "Several previous tourism research studies have shown that destination images influence the choice of tourism destination." Several previous tourism studies have shown that the image of
the destination directly affects the choice of destination.

Cromptonin Hallman et al (2015: 95) describes the destination image as "sum of beliefs, impressions, ideas, and perceptions that people hold of objects, behaviors, and events." The image of the destination is the number of beliefs, impressions, ideas, and perceptions of people holding/feeling objects, behaviors, and events. Baloglu and McCleary in Hallman et al (2015: 95) describes the image of the destination as "an attitudinal construct of an individual's mental representations of knowledge, feelings, and global impression of an object or destination." A construction of an attitude consisting of a person's mental representation about global knowledge, feelings, and impressions about objects or destinations. According to Beerli and Martin in Morrison (2013: 409), the simultaneously image of the perceived destination consists of cognitive image and affective image. "The cognitive image component consists of the beliefs and knowledge about a destination, primarily focusing on tangible physical attributes". The cognitive component of the image consists of the belief and knowledge of the destination, focusing primarily on tangible physical attributes (Pike and Ryan in Hallman et al, 2015: 96). The Affective image component on the other hand represents feelings about destinations (Lin et al, Stepchenkova in Li Xing) in Hallman et al., 2015: 96).

Regarding how tourists decide to visit a tourism destination lies in the behavior of tourists. According to Ismayanti (2010: 26), every tourist has a concept of buying behavior with unique purchasing decisions because the tour is a tangible return on investment, closely related to income and expenses, not booked instantly (except for business travelers) and involve decision planning. According to Kotler and Armstrong in Nurwitasari (2015: 94) is not just an act, but consists of several actions that include decisions about the type of product, form, brand, number of sellers, and the time and manner of payment. Six consumer decisions are made: Product Selection, Brand Option, Channel Distribution Options, Timing Option, Visits Rate, and Payment Method.

According to Mathieson and Wall in Ismayanti (2010: 30), see tourists always influenced by:

1. Tourist Profile, which includes age, education, income, previous travel experience, and motivation.
2. Awareness of travel, such as the image of facilities and services based on the credibility of the tourist destination.
3. Characteristics of tourist destinations, including tourist objects and attractions.
4. The nature of travel that includes distance, time, and travel risk.

Until now, there has not been any research conducted to proves the influence of product components and image of tourism destinations to the decision of tourists visiting The City of Banjarmasin as river tourism destination. Therefore, this research will explain how tourism destination product and image of The City of Banjarmasin as river tourism destination, furthermore will discuss the influence of products and tourism destination image on tourist visiting decision to The Banjarmasin City of Thousand Rivers partially and simultaneously.
II. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The research method used is explanatory research with quantitative approach. The method used by researchers to test the hypothesis of the influence of variables X to variable Y.

The sampling technique uses accidental sampling to take samples in the distribution of questionnaires with the number of 123 respondents. The analytical technique uses descriptive analysis to process the results of questionnaires and multiple linear regression to determine the effect of product and image of tourism destinations to the tourist visiting decision either partially or simultaneously.

III. RESEARCH RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Before explaining the results of research and discussion, researchers have conducted a series of tests such as validity and reliability test and assumption classical test for regression to produce valid, reliable, and BLUE (Best Linear Unbiased Estimators) data.

A. Tourism Destination Products in City of Thousand River Banjarmasin
From the data responses of tourists/respondents, seen all the indicators that become the average question - the average answer most with the answer agree. Only one indicator in the tour package exceeded expectations that the majority answered neutrally. However, in addition to these indicators, more than 50% of tourists/respondents answered Agree and Strongly Agree. In accordance with the questionnaires distributed by researchers who are positive statements, the tourism destination products consisting of physical products, people, packages, and programmes in City of Thousand River Banjarmasin can be said to be good by tourists/respondents.

B. Image of Tourism Destination in City of Thousand River Banjarmasin
From the data responses of tourists/respondents, seen all the indicators that become the average question - average answer with the answer agree and more than 50% of tourists/respondents answered Agree and Strongly Agree. In accordance with the questionnaires distributed by researchers who are positive statements, the image of tourism destinations consisting of the cognitive image and affective image in City of Thousand River Banjarmasin can be said good by tourists/respondents.
C. Tourist Visiting Decision to City of Thousand River Banjarmasin

From the data responses of tourists/respondents, seen all the indicators that become the average question - the average answer most with the answer agree. However, more than 50% of travelers/respondents answered Agree and Strongly Agree. In accordance with the questionnaires distributed by the researcher which is a positive statement, the majority of tourists decided to visit tourists to Banjarmasin City by using various options/considerations, be it product selection, brand choice, distribution channel selection, choice of time, and choice of the visit.

D. Coefficient Determinant Test $R^2$ The Influence of Tourism Destination Products on Tourist Visiting Decision to Banjarmasin City Of Thousand River.

TABLE 1. Model Summary of Tourism Destination Products Against Visiting Decision Model Summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>$R$</th>
<th>$R^2$</th>
<th>Adjusted $R^2$</th>
<th>Std. Error of the Estimate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.731</td>
<td>0.534</td>
<td>0.527</td>
<td>0.442351</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Source: Research Preparation Data, 2017)

R Square = 0.545

R Square of 0.545 means 54.5% decision of visiting tourist influenced by product variable of tourism destination, in this case, physical product, people, packages, and programmes. The remaining 45.5% is influenced by other variables outside the model.

E. Coefficient Determinant Test $R^2$ The Influence of Tourism Destination Image on Tourist Visiting Decision to Banjarmasin Of Thousand River.

TABLE 2. Model of Tourism Destination Image Summary Against Visiting Decision

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>$R$</th>
<th>$R^2$</th>
<th>Adjusted $R^2$</th>
<th>Std. Error of the Estimate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.738</td>
<td>0.545</td>
<td>0.529</td>
<td>0.44139</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Source: Research Preparation Data, 2017)

R Square = 0.534

R Square equal to 0.534 means 53.4% tourist visiting decision influenced by the variable of the image of tourism destination, in this case, cognitive image and affective image. The remaining 46.6% is influenced by other variables outside the model.

F. Partial Test ($t$-test)

From the results of calculations that have been obtained, a partial test or $t$-test to determine how the influence of each independent sub-variables of two equations, namely:

a. Product Destination Sub-variable consisting of Physical Product, People, Packages, Programs on visiting tourist decision, with the hypothesis:

$H_0 =$ Tourism Destination Sub-variable consisting of Physical Product, People, Packages, Programs have no influence on tourist visiting decision.

$H_a =$ Product Destination Sub-variable of Tourism consisting of Physical Product, People, Packages, Programs have an influence on tourist visiting decision.
The t-table results of Physical Product, Packages, and Programs sub-variables exceeded the t-count so that sub-variables of tourism destination products partially consisting of Physical Product, Packages, and Programs influenced the decision of tourists visiting Banjarmasin City Of Thousand River. While the sub-variable People does not affect the decision of visiting tourists.

b. Sub-variable of Tourism Destination Image consisting of Cognitive Image & Affective Image on visiting tourist decision, with hypothesis:

H₀ = Sub-variable Tourism Destination Image consisting of Cognitive Image and Affective Image have no influence on tourist visiting decision.

Hₐ = Sub-variable Image of Tourism Destination consisting of Cognitive Image and Affective Image influence on tourist visiting decision.

The t-table sub-variables of Cognitive Image and Affective Image exceed the t-count so that the sub-variables of tourism destination image partially consisting of Cognitive Image and Affective Image affect the decision of visiting tourists to the Of Thousand River Banjarmasin.

G. F-test

Test-F Stat or F-Test is used to find out whether the independent variables in the regression equation affect the dependent variable simultaneously with a certain level of significance. In this research, the researcher makes two F-test that is tourism destination product variable which consists of Physical Product, People, Packages, and Programmes as a whole influential to tourist visiting decision and tourism destination image variable consisting of Cognitive Image and Affective Image as a whole have an effect against the tourist visiting decision.
TABLE 5

F-table and F-count Product and Tourism Destination Image to Visiting Decision

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Sub-Variable</th>
<th>F-table</th>
<th>F-count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Tourism Destination Products</td>
<td>35,273</td>
<td>2.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Tourism Destination Images</td>
<td>68,836</td>
<td>2.68</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Source: Research Preparation Data, 2017)

From the table results obtained:
F-table of product variables of tourism destinations exceed F-count so as to influence the decision of tourists visiting the city of Thousand River Banjarmasin.
2. F-table of tourism destination image variable exceeds F-count so as to influence the tourist visiting decision to the city of Thousand River Banjarmasin.

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS

A. Conclusion
Based on the results of the analysis that has been done, it can be concluded that:
1. Tourism Destination Products consisting of Physical Product, People, Packages, and Programs in the city of Thousand River Banjarmasin is a good value based on the response of tourists where the majority of tourists rate agree and strongly agree.
2. Tourism Destination Image consisting of Cognitive Image and Affective Image in the City of Thousand River Banjarmasin is good value based on tourist response where the majority of tourists/respondents rate agree and strongly agree.
3. The tourist visiting decision to the city of Thousand River Banjarmasin is determined by using various options/considerations, including product selection, brand choice, distribution channel choice, time choice, and choice of visit based on tourist response where the majority of tourists rate agree and strongly agree.
4. Partially, not all dimensions of tourism destination products that affect the decision of tourists visiting the city of Thousand River Banjarmasin. From the results of data processing, the dimensions of the people have no influence on the decision variable of tourists visiting, while simultaneously there is a positive influence of the four dimensions of tourism destination products on the decision of visiting tourists to the city of Thousand River Banjarmasin.
5. Partially and simultaneously there is a positive influence of the two dimensions of the image of tourism destinations are cognitive image and affective image of the decision to visit tourists to the city of Thousand River Banjarmasin.

B. Suggestions
1. Improvement of Tourism Products and Image City of Thousand Rivers Banjarmasin
   a. The government is expected to continue to improve the products of tourism destinations, especially in terms of people and the image of tourism destinations Banjarmasin as a tourist destination of the river to increase tourist visits.
   b. The government is expected to start planning tourism both
from the side of the destination and marketing because based on the response of tourists on average - assume the product and image of tourism destination of Banjarmasin city is good but tourist visit to Banjarmasin city fluctuate even tends to decrease.

c. The government is expected to increase the tour package, especially the river tour in Banjarmasin such as adding the boat / klotok schedule and renovating the ship / klotok so it has a unique and unique shape.

d. The travel agent is expected to make a river tour package in Banjarmasin City in more detail (not only to floating market only) but other river tourism attractions such as visiting riverside museums, seeing the life of river banks directly, visiting historic buildings, and others.

e. The community is expected to always maintain cleanliness, especially the cleanliness of the existing river in the city of Banjarmasin to be more attractive for tourists to visit.

2. Further research

a. The decision to visit Banjarmasin City in this study only examines the effect of product and image of tourism destination of Banjarmasin City from the side of tourist perception and still needs further study outside product variable and tourism destination image. This is because there are still 45.5% (Regression Equation I: Tourism Destination Product Effect) and 46.6% (Regression Equation II: Tourism Destination Imagery) visiting decision to City Of Thousand River Banjarmasin which still influenced by other variables as sample of mix marketing and competitiveness such as the concept of Ritchie & Crouch (2003), or other variables that are not part of this research.

b. Conducting research with other analysis about product and image of tourism destination in City of Thousand River Banjarmasin like using quantitative approach with SEM (Structural Equation Modeling) or using qualitative approach to create research variation.

c. Conducting other market studies with foreign tourist respondents.
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